Abstract-Asynchronous reactive systems form the basis of a wide range of software systems, for instance in the telecommunications domain. It is highly desirable to rigorously show that these systems are correctly designed. However, traditional formal approaches to the verification of these systems are often difficult because asynchronous reactive systems usually possess extremely large or even infinite state spaces. We propose an integer linear program (ILP) solving-based property checking framework that concentrates on the local analysis of the cyclic behavior of each individual component of a system. We apply our framework to the checking of the buffer boundedness and livelock freedom properties, both of which are undecidable for asynchronous reactive systems with an infinite state space. We illustrate the application of the proposed checking methods to Promela, the input language of the SPIN model checker. While the precision of our framework remains an issue, we propose a counterexample guided abstraction refinement procedure based on the discovery of dependences among control flow cycles. We have implemented prototype tools with which we obtained promising experimental results on real-life system models.
INTRODUCTION

Motivation
T HIS paper aims to provide a scalable and efficient framework for checking undecidable properties for systems with a potentially infinite state space. We will also present a comprehensive implementation of the suggested verification approach in the form of a fully automated software tool together with the practical evaluation of the tool.
A large number of distributed systems have their components physically distributed among different computers. The physical separation of components makes it impossible for components to share memory. As a consequence, the only possible mechanism for intercomponent communication is through message sending and receiving over computer networks, which in practice are often asynchronous. Examples of the considered class of systems include communications systems, embedded software systems, and Internet-based systems, among many other types of systems that we are using on a daily basis. A characteristic feature of these systems is that they are mostly used to continuously serve requests from their environment rather than deliver some final computation results and then terminate. In this paper, we refer to this class of systems as asynchronous reactive systems. For such systems a correct design is vital to providing services of high quality. This becomes even more important when these systems perform safety-sensitive tasks since their failure may cause tremendous inconvenience, high costs, and potentially endanger human lives. However, it is extremely challenging to automatically check properties for asynchronous reactive systems since they are usually very complex and possess very large or even infinite state spaces. This impedes the application of finite-state verification techniques, such as model checking [15] .
We propose an automated but incomplete property checking framework for asynchronous reactive systems based on property-specific abstractions, integer linear program (ILP) solving, and counterexample-guided abstraction refinement. Our approach avoids the exhaustive enumeration of the global state space of a system and is capable of analyzing systems with an infinite state space. We apply the framework to check two important properties, namely, buffer boundedness and livelock freedom. These two properties are of particular importance to the design of asynchronous reactive systems: Buffer boundedness avoids buffer overflow and the resulting loss of messages. In addition, it helps to avail software models to finite state verification. Livelock freedom assures that a software system always makes progress and responds to its environment.
The checking methods that we devised within the framework are efficient and scale to large software models, as both theoretical and experimental results show. This is due to the abstraction techniques that we use, which are focusing on the cyclic message passing behavior of each component of a system. Our framework is inevitably incomplete since the properties that we check are undecidable. As a consequence, our framework either proves the satisfaction of a property, or returns an inconclusive verdict indicating that the property may or may not be satisfied by the system that we analyze. This imprecision is due to the potential coarseness of the abstractions that our property checking framework uses. To address this imprecision, we have devised an automated counterexample guided abstraction refinement procedure based on the discovery of dependences among control flow cycles. Cycle dependence discovery requires the analysis of program code, which is a costly procedure with exponential complexity. However, once cycle dependences are discovered, they can be efficiently encoded into additional linear inequalities that may rule out certain spurious behavior to refine the abstraction. Moreover, we design our verification methods in such a way that the costly refinement procedure is called only when needed, i.e., when a counterexample is found, and the refinement focuses on only those cycles that may contribute to the potential property violation caused by the found counterexample. Finally, the resulting cycle dependences may remove a possibly infinite number of counterexamples that share the same cause of spuriousness.
Our verification framework can be applied to any communicating finite state machine (CFSM)-based modeling languages, such as Promela [38] , SDL [26] , and UML RT [66] , [67] . The application of the framework to a particular language may require devising code abstraction techniques that are tailored to the syntactic characteristics of that language. In this paper, we choose to use Promela to illustrate how automated code abstraction techniques are devised. Promela is the input language for the SPIN model checker. Our choice of Promela is motivated by convenience. For one thing, Promela possesses the salient features of many concurrent modeling and programming languages, such as concurrency and message passing. We therefore predict that the application of our method to other modeling languages for asynchronous reactive systems will be straightforward. Notice that we disregard the syntactic limitations that the SPIN system imposes to restrict Promela models to finite size, such as finite buffer capacities. Hence, our models are not a priori finite state. Even though the main objective of our paper is not to compete with model checking, by using Promela we are able to compare the performance of our property checking approach with finite state model checking, when applicable. Second, there are a large number of Promela models for asynchronous reactive systems in the public domain [1] , [2] , [7] , which permits us to perform extensive experimental evaluation. Finally, the SPIN tool environment provides us with a convenient infrastructure for the Promela language. The availability of this infrastructure greatly facilitates the implementation of our property checking framework.
We have implemented a fully automated prototype tool called Ciclo which we applied to real-life system models. The Ciclo tool checks both buffer boundedness and livelock freedom for Promela models.
It should be noted that our checking methods can be used to analyze models where synchronous communication and shared variables are also used besides asynchronous communication. The behavioral constraints caused by synchronous communication and shared variables are initially disregarded in the abstraction of a model, and will be later considered and analyzed during abstraction refinement.
Related Work
To the best of our knowledge there are no other formal methods that can automatically or efficiently check buffer boundedness and livelock freedom for infinite state systems, as discussed in the following.
Formal Verification
Theorem proving-based approaches [12] express the behavior of the considered system as axioms and the checked properties as formulas in a chosen logic framework. The validation of the properties is then achieved through the construction of proofs that the system behavior axioms entail the property formulas. For large complex software systems, such an approach is often very expensive, demanding human intervention that requires profound knowledge of logic.
On the contrary, explicit state model checking techniques [38] rely on the fully automated exploration of the whole reachable global state space of a system in search of property violation. Such an exhaustive approach suffers from the well-known state explosion problem. Model checking techniques also become incomplete when applied to infinite state systems. Many solutions have been proposed to address the state explosion problem, including, most notably, symbolic model checking [53] and partial order reduction [59] , among others.
ILP-Based Verification
Verification techniques based on ILP solving have been proposed in [18] , [19] , and [27] . In these techniques, the control flow information of a system is overapproximated by a set of integer linear equations called state equations. The state equation-based approach is mainly used for the verification of reachability properties for synchronous systems, and in particular cannot check buffer boundedness. Moreover, when checking liveness properties such as livelock freedom, this approach generates nonlinear inequalities. A solution to this nonlinearity problem is to transform nonlinear inequalities to linear ones by restricting the number of computation steps of a system. This, however, can only prove the satisfaction of the property within a certain finite number of computation steps [19] .
Formal Verification of Infinite State Systems
An asynchronous reactive system may be an infinite state system. The verification problems of various infinite state system modeling formalisms have been studied, including CFSMs [13] , counter machines [39] , and Petri nets [28] , among others. Many checking problems are decidable only for subclasses of these formalisms [31] .
Buffer Boundedness Analysis
The study in [13] , [29] , [30] , [32] , [35] , [36] , [41] , [43] , and [64] can determine buffer boundedness for some subclasses of CFSM systems. However, these subclasses are very restrictive and thus often not useful in practice. Poizat et al. [60] describe a semicomplete boundedness checking algorithm for general CFSM systems, which will never terminate on an unbounded system and therefore has little practical use. Maréchal et al. [52] propose an incomplete and inefficient method that first abstracts a CFSM system into a Petri net and then determines the boundedness of the resulting Petri net. A more efficient method was earlier proposed by Brand and Zafiropulo [13] . Similar to our approach, their method is based on a combinatorial analysis of the message passing behavior of control flow cycles in CFSM systems. The complexity of their test is, however, exponential in the number of control flow cycles, which is in contrast to the polynomial complexity of our test. It is also impossible to construct counterexamples to boundedness straightforwardly from their test. Jéron and Jard [41] propose an unboundedness test based on a sufficient condition for unbounded executions. The test is incomplete and has an exponential complexity. Bounded scheduling has been studied for Kahn process networks [34] , [58] and recently for Petri nets [51] to avoid scheduling schemes of system executions that may potentially generate an unbounded number of messages.
Livelock Freedom Analysis
The verification of livelock freedom for finite state systems are mainly tackled by explicit state model checking techniques [25] , [38] that search for nonprogress global cycles. Hansen et al. [37] improve the efficiency of model checking approaches by constructing a testing automaton that represents all the livelocked behavior. However, it still relies on the construction of a global state space which is exponential in the size of the system. Livelocked executions are interpreted in communicating sequential processes (CSP) as divergences. Roscoe [63] gives a model checking approach to check divergence freedom for systems with a finite number of states. This is the theory of livelock checking behind the FDR model checker [33] . None of the above-mentioned techniques can check livelock freedom for infinite state systems.
Abstraction
Symmetry-based state space reduction techniques [40] address multiple process instantiations, based on the observation that instances of each component class often exhibit identical or similar behavior. Dealing with unbounded message buffers, Damm and Jonsson [23] propose an abstraction method to eliminate fist-in-first-out (FIFO) message buffers in a system, which may include behavior that the original system does not permit. Moreover, this abstraction technique applies only to FIFO message buffers. Abstract interpretation [21] abstracts concrete data type domains into abstract domains of much smaller sizes, and computes a fixed point of the computation of the program on these abstract domains. Predicate abstraction [8] uses a set of Boolean predicates to abstract away variables in a program. The Boolean values of these predicates constitute abstract global states of the system which form a much smaller state space than the concrete state space. These abstraction techniques apply mainly to sequential programs whose state spaces are far smaller than the state spaces of concurrent systems.
Abstraction Refinement
The use of abstraction techniques results in overapproximations containing spurious system behavior and leads to imprecise verification. This can be remedied by refining the abstraction. The idea of automated counterexample guided abstraction refinement has been broadly adopted in system verification and especially in model checking methods [14] . For the ILP-based verification framework in [17] , an abstraction refinement procedure is proposed in [68] to exclude unrealistic control flow by enforcing event orders and dependences between acyclic paths and control flow cycles.
Summary and Precursory Work
Both the buffer boundedness and livelock freedom properties that we consider in this paper are undecidable for infinite state systems. Based on the previous discussion, we believe that the existing verification and abstraction techniques are insufficient to check these two properties for asynchronous reactive systems.
Portions of the work described in this paper have been published in [45] , [46] , [47] , [48] , [49] , and [72] . At the time of writing this paper, several improvements over the previously published results have been accomplished, including 1. an improved message type identification method for Promela models, 2. an improved method to determine cyclic message passing effects, 3. a more precise way to determine cycle dependences caused by condition statements, and 4. a substantially enlarged and more systematic experimental evaluation.
Structure of the Paper
In Section 2, we briefly introduce the Promela language and integer linear programming. We give an overview of our property checking framework in Section 3, before we explain in detail the buffer boundedness test and the livelock freedom test in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. We address the challenges in the design of automated code abstraction in Section 6. Abstraction refinement is then discussed in Section 7. Finally, we show experimental results in Section 8 and conclude the paper in Section 9.
PRELIMINARIES
Promela
Promela is the input language of the SPIN explicit state model checker [38] . It has been successfully used for the modeling and analysis of many concurrent systems [25] , [42] , [69] . The operational semantics of Promela has been studied and formalized in [10] and [24] . For the sake of selfcontainment of this paper, we briefly introduce Promela here with a small model that also serves as a running example to illustrate our property checking approach. The model in Fig. 1 describes a simple client-server scenario. The model consists of a set of proctype definitions (Lines 11 and 15), each representing a class of concurrent processes. Multiple instances of proctypes can be created dynamically (Line 7). An optional special proctype init has one and only one instance that is usually used to create instances of other proctypes (Line 4). Proctypes can be parameterized (Line 11).
Promela offers three interprocess communication mechanisms: 1) communication through shared global variables, 2) synchronous rendezvous communication, and 3) asynchronous communication. The last two kinds of communication are achieved by message sending (!) and receiving (?) statements on communication buffers declared as chan variables (Lines 2, 3, 13, 17, and 18). Each buffer can be used to exchange only messages in a certain format as defined in its declaration. A set of mtype constant symbols can be defined to suggest the types of messages (Line 1). Moreover, each buffer has a predefined capacity n such that it can store no more than n messages at runtime. If the capacity of a buffer is declared to be 0, then the communication over this buffer is synchronous-the sending and receiving of a message is performed as a synchronous rendezvous. When the capacity is declared to be greater than 0, the communication over this buffer is asynchronous-the sender is blocked only if the buffer is full and the receiver is blocked only if the buffer is empty or it expects an unavailable message. There are conditional statements, like the statement (i < 2) in Line 7, that are executable if the Boolean condition in the statement evaluates to true.
The Promela language has several syntax restrictions to guarantee the finiteness of a model. First, each message buffer has an a priori fixed capacity such that no buffer can contain an unbounded number of messages at runtime. However, since we are interested in using Promela to represent infinite state systems, we assume that all buffers have an unbounded capacity. Second, any variable has a finite domain of runtime values. Instead, we assume that the domain of integer values is infinite. Finally, the SPIN runtime environment imposes a maximal number of processes that can be instantiated during the execution of a model. We also relax this restriction and allow the number of processes to be unbounded. Therefore, in our interpretation a Promela model may possess an infinite number of states. Notice that our verification techniques can be applied to both finite state and infinite state systems. Particularly in the case of livelock freedom, if we can prove a model with unbounded buffers to be free of livelock, then it is also free of livelock for any finite buffer configuration of the model.
Integer Linear Programming
We give a brief introduction to integer linear programming (cf., e.g., [65] ). A linear programming problem consists of 1) a set of linear inequalities over real variables referred to as the constraint of the problem, and 2) an optional objective function in the form max : e or min : e, where e is a linear expression over real variables. The solution space of the LP problem is the set of all variable valuations that satisfy all linear inequalities in the constraint. When the solution space is nonempty, the LP problem is feasible. Otherwise, it is infeasible. If the objective function is in the form max : e, an optimal solution to the LP problem is a valuation in the solution space such that ðeÞ ! 0 ðeÞ for any other valuation 0 in the solution space. In this case, ðeÞ is the optimal value for the objective function. Optimal solutions and optimal objective function values can be similarly defined if the objective function is of the form min : e. The objective function value can be unbounded within the solution space and an optimal value does not exist in this case. LP problems can be solved in polynomial time [44] . Given an LP problem, if we require all variables in the problem to be integer variables, the LP problem becomes an integer linear programming problem. The solving of ILP problems is no longer possible in polynomial time, but becomes NPcomplete [16] .
AN OVERVIEW OF THE ILP-BASED PROPERTY CHECKING FRAMEWORK
The basic idea of our property checking framework is as follows: We encode the behavior of a system and a necessary condition for the negation of the checked property into an ILP problem. The solution space of the ILP problem therefore represents the property violating behavior of the system. When there is no solution to the ILP problem, the satisfaction of the property is assured. The abstraction techniques that we propose are designed in consideration of the two key characteristics of asynchronous reactive systems: reactivity and asynchronous communication.
. The abstraction procedure is centered around control flow cycles because the execution of a reactive system amounts to the repetition of local control flow cycles in the components of the system. Therefore, it is important to study how control flow cycles in the system can be composed to yield the execution of the system. Note that although there may be an infinite number of control flow cycles in a system, the number of elementary cycles 1 is always finite. Our analysis therefore concentrates on the study of the behavior of elementary control flow cycles. . We pay special attention to the effects of asynchronous communication on message buffers since it is the main way of communication in the class of systems that we consider. As a result, we focus on the combined message passing effects of control flow cycles and analyze their influence on the behavior of the system. 1. An elementary cycle, also called a basic cycle, is one that cannot be decomposed into smaller cycles.
Our property checking framework is illustrated in Fig. 2 . It consists of three main procedures, namely, abstraction, property checking, and refinement.
. The aim of the abstraction procedure is to encode the checking of the considered property into an ILP problem. The abstraction procedure is conservative, i.e., it keeps all possible behavior of the original system and may introduce some behavior that is not allowed in the original system. The resulting imprecision is unavoidable for the properties whose checking problems are undecidable for infinite state systems. . The property checking procedure solves the ILP problems constructed by the abstraction procedure, and interprets the results. In case solutions to the ILP problems are found, it constructs counterexamples from the ILP solutions to illustrate certain property violating scenarios. Counterexamples constructed in our framework are different from those in the context of explicit state model checking. In our setting, a counterexample does not directly give an erroneous execution of the system, but only specifies some constraints or patterns that apply to a potentially infinite set of property violating executions. More precisely, a counterexample indicates which cycles are to be repeated infinitely often in a property violating execution. . A refinement procedure is necessary to improve the accuracy of the analysis by recovering information lost during the abstraction. Following the idea in [14] , the abstraction refinement that we propose is guided by the counterexamples that we obtain. The whole checking procedure is iterative, which corresponds to the loop in Fig. 2 through the property checking, counterexamples, and refinement blocks: Given a system, for reasons of efficiency a relatively coarse abstraction is constructed during the first iteration of our checking approach. The model may be too coarse, and a counterexample may be constructed which does not correspond to any real execution of the original system. In this case, certain information of the original system is recovered in order to exclude the spurious behavior that the counterexample corresponds to. The property is then checked on the refined abstraction in the next iteration. The model is gradually refined in this way until either it is precise enough to verify the property or the abstraction cannot be refined anymore.
CHECKING BUFFER BOUNDEDNESS
We present a buffer boundedness test in the proposed ILPbased property checking framework. The unboundedness of the message buffers in a system model can have several negative effects. First, if the model represents a software design, the unboundedness of one or more of the message buffers hints at a possible design fault: The unbounded buffers may result in buffer overflows or losses of messages in the implementation of the design. Second, buffers with unbounded capacity impede automated finite state analyzability since they induce an infinite state space that renders state space exploration incomplete in finite time.
One commonly observes that in a system model where buffers have unbounded capacities, the buffer occupancy may still be bounded by some small constant k because of the particular dynamics of the system. If this is the case, then one can safely replace the unbounded buffers by k-bounded buffers without changing the behavior of the system. Furthermore, the model with k-bounded buffers is now analyzable by finite state verification techniques once other sources of infiniteness (infinite data domains, unbounded number of processes) are ruled out.
Since buffer boundedness is undecidable for asynchronous reactive systems, the proposed analysis will remain incomplete. Nevertheless, the test is efficient and scales to realistic models of large size, as we will show in the sections on complexity (see the end of Section 4.3) and on experimental results (Section 8.1).
Overview of the Boundedness Test
We first formally define the buffer boundedness property. Definition 1. Given an asynchronous reactive system, a message buffer b in the system is bounded if and only if there exists a natural number k such that, in any reachable configuration of the system, the buffer b contains no more than k messages. If no such k exists, then b is unbounded. The system is bounded if and only if all the buffers are bounded. The system is unbounded if and only if at least one buffer is unbounded.
We propose a boundedness test based on ILP solving. The test makes use of a series of abstraction steps that leaves us with an overapproximating abstraction given as an independent cycle system. Boundedness for independent cycle systems can be determined efficiently using ILP solving techniques. The test can also estimate an upper bound for each individual message buffer in case the system is bounded. By the very nature of overapproximations, not every bounded system can be detected as such by this method and the obtained bounds are not necessarily optimal. The underlying idea of our boundedness test is to determine whether it is possible to combine the cyclic executions of a system such that the filling of at least one message buffer can be "blown up" in an unbounded way.
Abstraction
Each abstraction level corresponds to a computational model for which complexity results for the boundedness problem are either known or provided by our work. We show how the complexity of the boundedness problem can be reduced by each abstraction step. The goal of our conceptual abstraction is to arrive at a data structure that allows us to reason about the aggregate message passing effects of control flow cycles using linear combination analysis.
Level 0: Promela. We start with a model described in Promela or other modeling languages for asynchronous reactive systems. For the model, boundedness is undecidable since Promela without buffer capacity bounds is expressive enough to simulate Turing machines and boundedness can be reduced to the halting problem of Turing machines [13] .
Level 1: CFSM Systems. First, we abstract from the program code in the model and obtain an overapproximating CFSM system. The code abstraction retains only the finite control structure of the model and the message passing behavior, which we will discuss in detail in Section 6. For CFSM systems, it has been shown that boundedness is undecidable [13] .
As an example, the model in Fig. 1 is transformed into the CFSM system, as shown in Fig. 3 , by discarding all assignments, condition statements, and other statements except message sending and receiving statements. The state machine corresponding to the init process carries no statements at all since it never sends or receives any messages.
Level 2: Parallel-composition-VASS. In the next step, we abstract from the order of messages in the buffers and consider only the number of messages of any given type. For example, the buffer with contents abbacb would be represented by the integer vector ð2; 3; 1Þ, representing two messages of type a, three messages of type b, and one message of type c. Consequently, no distinction can be made at this level between abbacb and bbbaac that are both represented by the same integer vector. In this way, we also abstract from the order of message sending and receiving events in a transition and use an integer vector to denote how many massages of each type are sent or received along the transition. We call such an integer vector an effect vector. A positive component in an effect vector denotes the number of sent messages of the corresponding type, while a negative component denotes the number of received messages of the corresponding type. Consider the CFSM system in Fig. 3 . Table 1 shows how message types correspond to different components in effect vectors. Consequently, the transition from state s has the effect vector h0; 0; 0; 0; À1; 0i since it receives an ack messages from the buffer tc[0]. We will discuss how to identify message types in Section 6.1.
For the purpose of complexity analysis, it is helpful to relate the obtained abstraction to the theory of Petri nets [56] . The numbers of messages in any buffer can be represented by the number of tokens in Petri net places. We then obtain a vector addition system with states (VASS) [11] . The control states correspond to the states of the processes of the CFSM systems and the Petri net places represent the integer vectors approximating buffer contents. More exactly, we obtain a parallel-composition-VASS. This is a VASS whose finite-control is the parallel composition of several finite state machines. The boundedness problem for parallel-composition-VASS is to determine, given an initial configuration c 0 , whether the system is bounded with respect to c 0 . This problem is polynomially equivalent to the boundedness problem for Petri nets, which is EXPSPACEcomplete [73] .
Level 3: Parallel-composition-VASS with arbitrary initial tokens. We now abstract from activation conditions of cycles in the control-graph of the parallel-composition-VASS. Any combination of control flow cycles in the system has a 
TABLE 1 Message Types and Their Corresponding Effect Vector Component
minimal activation condition, i.e., a minimal number of tokens needed to get it started. In principle, it is decidable if there is a reachable configuration that satisfies these minimal requirements, but this involves solving the coverability problem for Petri nets: given a Petri net, whether there exists a reachable marking which is bigger than a given marking. This problem is decidable, but at least EXPSPACE-hard [28] , [50] , and thus not practical. So, we assume instead that there are always enough tokens present to start the cycle. By this abstraction, we replace the boundedness problem "Is the system bounded with respect to a given initial configuration?" by the problem of the so-called structural boundedness: "Is the system bounded with respect to any initial configuration?" It has been shown in [47] that the structural boundedness problem for parallel-composition-VASS is co-NP-complete, unlike for standard Petri nets, where it is polynomial [28] , [54] . The reason for this difference is that an encoding of control states by Petri net places does not preserve structural boundedness because it is not assured that only one of these places in each part is marked at any time. Furthermore, the co-NP-lower bound even holds if the number of elementary cycles in the control-graph is only linear in the size of the system [47] .
Level 4: Independent cycle system. Finally, we abstract from the fact that certain control flow cycles within one part or among several parts in a VASS system may depend on each other. For example, cycles might be mutually exclusive so that executing one cycle makes another cycle unreachable. Cycles may also rely on each other, i.e., one cannot repeat some cycle infinitely often without repeating some other cycles infinitely often. By abstracting from cycle dependences, we assume that all cycles are independent and any combination of them is executable infinitely often, provided that the combined effect of this combination on all places is nonnegative. In this way, we may abstract the VASS system of Level 3 to a set of independent elementary control flow cycles with their aggregate effect vectors. We call this system an independent cycle system. For the model in Fig. 1 , the resulting cycle system consists of the following cycles: 1. h1; 1; 0; 0; À1; 0i, 2. h0; 0; 1; 1; 0; À1i, 3. hÀ1; À1; 0; 0; 1; 0i, 4. h0; 0; À1; À1; 0; 1i, and 5. h0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0i. Note that each cycle has exactly one effect vector in this example. However, in general the abstraction procedure may result in multiple effect vectors for one transition, and a cycle may therefore have more than one aggregate effect vector. For simplicity reasons, we assume that each cycle has only one effect vector for the time being. This will, however, not reduce the generality of the arguments in the remainder of the section. For convenience reasons, given a set of control flow cycles, we refer to a linear combination of the effect vectors of these cycles as a linear combination of cycles. Finally, we point out that we only consider the overall effect of the complete execution of a cycle in the cycle system. A partially executed cycle is regarded as an acyclic path.
Boundedness Checking
A necessary condition for the unboundedness of a system can be given in terms of the resulting independent cycle system. Theorem 1. If an asynchronous reactive system is unbounded, then there exists a linear combination of cycles in the resulting independent cycle system such that the aggregate effect of the linear combination is positive. Formally, let fv i g be the set of cycle effect vectors; the system is unbounded if there exists a linear combination P x i v i such that 1) every component in P x i v i is nonnegative, and 2) at least one component is positive.
Intuitively, a positive linear combination of cycles corresponds to a combined effect of control flow cycles that sends at least one message without consuming any messages. Some message buffers will then be flooded by repeating the execution of this combination of cycles. We give the proof in the following that the above theorem indeed gives a necessary condition for unboundedness, which implies the soundness of our boundedness test.
In order to prove Theorem 1, we first need the following auxiliary lemma. Proof. We prove the lemma using the induction on the dimension k of the vectors in the sequence. Induction base. Let k ¼ 1. Then, s is actually a sequence of integers hv 1 ; v 2 ; . . .i bounded below by b. By contradiction, we assume that there is no infinite nondecreasing subsequence of s. Then, there must exist an upper bound b 0 such that v i b 0 for every i. Because there are only finitely many integers v such that b v b 0 , there must exist infinitely many elements in s that are equivalent. These elements form a nondecreasing subsequence of s, which contradicts the assumption that there is no such subsequence.
Induction step. Assume that the lemma holds for all sequences of integer vectors of dimension k and that s consists of vectors of dimension k þ 1. Let truncð v i Þ be an integer vector of dimension k constructed from Finally, it is obvious that an infinite subsequence of strictly increasing vectors exists if s is unbounded, which can be proven similarly as above using an induction on the vector dimension k.
t u
Now we prove Theorem 1.
Proof. It is equivalent to prove the following: Given a finite set of integer vectors v 1 ; . . . ; v n of the same dimension, say m, the two conditions below are equivalent. g i > g j . Based on the construction of s g , we know that fð g i Þ < fð g j Þ. It is easy to see that
is a nonnegative solution for Inequality 1, which results in a contradiction.
Second, we prove that C2 ! C1 by contradiction and assume that there exists a nonnegative vector c 0 such that fð c 0 Þ > 0. Then, we can construct an infinite sequence h c 1 ; c 2 ; . . .i, where c i ¼ i Á c 0 . We can easily see that fð c i Þ is strictly increasing and no upper bound therefore exists for fð c i Þ, which leads to a contradiction. t u
The checking of the unboundedness condition can easily be encoded into an ILP problem. Given a system, suppose that the cycles c 1 ; . . . ; c m form the resulting independent cycle system together with their respective effect vectors e 1 ; . . . ; e m , all of which are of dimension n. The ILP problem representing the unboundedness condition is the following:
where each x j corresponds to the cycle c j and e k denotes the k-th component of the effect vector e.
In the above ILP problem, Inequality (3) requires all the coefficients x j to be nonnegative since any linear combination of cycles can contain only natural coefficients. Inequality (4) only requires all the linear combinations of cycles to be nonnegative. The positivity of combinations is then enforced by Inequality (5).
If the above ILP problem has no solution for x j values, then the original system must be bounded. Otherwise, the original system is not necessarily unbounded because the unboundedness condition given above is only a necessary but not sufficient condition. The unboundedness could simply be due to the coarseness of the overapproximation. Thus, this test yields an answer of the form "BOUNDED" in case no positive linear combination of cycles exists, and "UNKNOWN" if such a linear combination exists.
For the example of Fig. 1 , we obtain the following boundedness determination ILP problem:
One can easily see that the above ILP problem is infeasible. We can therefore conclude a "BOUNDED" verdict for the model. The ILP encoding of the unboundedness condition may result in redundant repetitions of some linear constraints, as can be seen in the above example. These repetitions can easily be discovered syntactically and then be removed. For illustration purposes, we do not remove these repetitions.
Complexity. We show that our boundedness test has a polynomial complexity with respect to the number of cycles in the system. Given a system, suppose that there are n message types and m cycle effect vectors in the resulting independent cycle system. Then, the size of the boundedness determination ILP problem is bounded by ðm þ n þ 1Þ Â m. Because the number of cycle effect vectors m is linear in the number of control flow cycles, the size of the ILP problem is polynomial in the number of cycles. Even though there may be exponentially many elementary cycles in a system, we observe that the control flow graphs derived from realistic models of asynchronous reactive systems are normally very sparse, and the number of elementary cycles in them is normally polynomial, rather than exponential. Finally, in spite of the NP-completeness of solving general ILP problems, any ILP problem generated in our test to determine boundedness has a special property to make it polynomial time solvable: For each inequality in the ILP problem, the left-hand side does not contain any constant items and the right-hand side is 0. Such an ILP problem is called a homogeneous ILP problem and can be solved in polynomial time as follows: We turn the ILP problem into an LP problem by dropping the integrity restriction on the variables. Then, we can solve the LP problem to obtain a rational solution which is known to be computable in polynomial time [65] . Next, we compute the least common denominator of all the variable values in the rational solution, which is also possible in polynomial time [20] . We can obtain an integer value for each variable by multiplying the rational solution of the variable with the least common denominator.
Estimating Buffer Bounds
A more refined problem is to compute upper bounds on the lengths of individual buffers in the system. Since normally not all buffers can reach maximal length simultaneously, the analysis is done individually for each buffer b. Note that any finite execution of a system can be decomposed into a cyclic part and an acyclic part starting from the initial configuration of the system. The effect of the cyclic part can be denoted as a linear combination of cycles. For each process in the system, we can compute the least upper bound on the effects of all possible acyclic paths in the process since there are only finitely many acyclic paths. Then, the acyclic part effect of the whole system is bounded by the sum of the upper bound of each process. Now, the computation of buffer bounds is to maximize the contribution from the cyclic part. Given a system, suppose that the cycle effect vectors in the resulting independent cycle system are e 1 ; . . . ; e m . Let a denote the upper bound of the acyclic part effects of the whole system. We encode the buffer bound computation for a buffer b into an ILP problem as follows: Let I contains all the indices of the effect vector components that correspond to types of messages exchanged in the buffer b:
The above ILP problem is to maximize the objective function, representing the number of messages in buffer b, against the constraint stating that there cannot be a negative number of messages at any time.
In the example of Fig. 1 , the upper bounds on the acyclic path effects of the processes client(0), client(1), server(), and init are, respectively, h1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0i, h0; 0; 1; 0; 0; 0i, h0; 0; 0; 0; 1; 1i, and h0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0i. So, the upper bound on the acyclic part effects of the whole system is the sum h1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 1i. The ILP problem to compute the upper bound for the buffer ts½0 is as follows:
The computed upper bound for ts½0 is 3, while the actual bound is 2. This shows that our buffer bound estimation method is overapproximating and may deliver a larger bound than the actual one. Note also that the buffer bound estimation ILP problem is no longer homogeneous and its solving may hence require exponential time.
CHECKING LIVELOCK FREEDOM
The main characteristic of a reactive system is that of maintaining an ongoing activity of consuming, processing, and producing information. One salient property that any correct reactive system must satisfy is deadlock freedom, i.e., the execution of the system is nonblocking. However, a system may be free of deadlock and yet it does not progress in executing its tasks. For example, two components of a system may keep exchanging internal messages with each other and never respond to the outside world. Such a situation is referred to as livelock. The freedom from livelock is highly desirable since it is important to ensure that every so often the environment will receive output from the system. We formally define livelock and livelock freedom for Promela models as follows. Livelock freedom is a liveness property. We have shown in [45] that it is undecidable for infinite state systems. Consequently, our test is inevitably incomplete. We outline the method as follows: Given a system and a set of predetermined progress transitions, we first carry out the same sequence of abstraction steps as for the boundedness test, which transforms the system into a set of independent control flow cycles with their effect vectors. We collect all progress cycles as those that contain at least one of the progress transitions. We give a necessary condition for the existence of a livelocked execution in terms of the cycle system and the progress cycles. We encode this condition into a homogeneous ILP problem whose size is polynomial in the number of cycles. If the resulting ILP problem has no solution, then the necessary condition cannot hold, which implies livelock freedom. On the other hand, if the resulting ILP has solutions, then the system may or may not be livelock free, which corresponds to the incomplete side of our test. In the remainder of this section we mainly explain how the necessary condition for a livelock is encoded in an ILP problem.
The underlying idea of our test is that a system is livelock free if at least one progress cycle is repeated infinitely often in any infinite execution. Let c 1 ; . . . ; c n be the set of control flow cycles in the corresponding independent cycle system, and c j 1 ; . . . ; c j m (j 1 ; . . . ; j m 2 f1; . . . ; ng) be the set of progress cycles. Let e i denote the effect vector of the cycle c i . We use the following ILP problem to characterize a necessary condition for the existence of a livelocked execution, i.e., an infinite execution in which any progress cycle can be repeated only a finite number of times:
In the above inequalities, each integer variable x i denotes the number of times that the cycle c i is repeated in a linear combination of cycles. These variables may have only nonnegative values, as imposed by the inequalities (28). The inequality (25) requires a linear combination of cycles to consume no messages. Thus, an infinite repetition of such a combination is possible since it does not run out of any type of messages. The inequality (26) excludes a trivial combination in which no cycle is executed at all. The inequalities (25) and (26) together give a necessary condition for the existence of infinite executions. The inequality (27) then excludes any progress cycle c j i from a linear combination. Consequently, this condition excludes any progress cycle from being repeated infinitely often in any infinite execution. Note that the above ILP problem is also homogeneous and thus polynomial time solvable.
We prove the soundness of our livelock freedom test as follows.
Theorem 2. Given a Promela system and a predetermined set of progress transitions, if the livelock freedom test determines the system to be free of livelock, then the system is actually free of livelock.
Proof. If the system is proven to be free of livelock by our method, then there exists no positive linear combination of effect vectors of nonprogress cycles since there is no solution to the ILP problem described by the inequalities (25)- (28) . By Theorem 1, we can see that any execution of the system in which only nonprogress cycles are repeated infinitely often is bounded. By contradiction, we assume that the Promela system has a livelocked execution r. All the progress cycles are, hence, repeated only a finite number of times in r. Then there exists a particular point of time t in r, after which only nonprogress cycles are executed. Furthermore, we have shown above that r is bounded. Note that any process in the system has only finitely many local states. Consequently, there will be only finitely many reachable configurations of the system after t in r. Furthermore, since r is an infinite execution, there must be two distinct points of time t 1 and t 2 after t at which the system reaches one same configuration. The finite segment of execution between t 1 and t 2 can be represented as a linear combination of executions of nonprogress cycles. The aggregate effect vector of this segment is, however, an all-zero vector. This contradicts the fact that no solution exists for the ILP problem described by the inequalities (25)- (28), i.e., there is no nonnegative linear combination of nonprogress cycles.
Consider the model in Fig. 1 . Let the only progress transition be the receipt of an ack message in the process client(0). Then, we have only one progress cycle as the one in client(0). We can build the following ILP problem for determining livelock freedom:
We can easily obtain a solution to the above ILP problem as x 5 ¼ 1 while x i ¼ 0 where i 6 ¼ 5. As a consequence we cannot prove livelock freedom for the example system. In Section 7, where we will revisit this example, we will show how to construct counterexamples from such an ILP solution, and explain how to perform abstraction refinement based on the constructed counterexamples.
CODE ABSTRACTION
As the first abstraction step in both boundedness and livelock freedom tests, the goal of code abstraction is to construct a CFSM system that overapproximates the behavior of the original model. Since CFSM systems only specify message passing behavior, the focus of our code abstraction is on determining the message passing effects of a model.
For abstracting Promela models, we have considered issues including 1. the identification of message types, 2. variable dependences, 3. process replications, 4. buffer assignments, 5. buffer arrays, and 6. unbounded proctype instantiations, among others. The abstraction of Promela code has been fully automated. Due to space limitations we are unable to discuss the solutions to all the above-mentioned problems in this paper. For the purpose of illustration, we choose to explain in detail how we identify message types in Promela models in Section 6.1, and sketch how we approximate cycle effect vectors in Section 6.2. Discussions of other abstraction solutions can be found in [49] and [72] .
Identifying Message Types
We formally define a message type as a subset of messages exchanged in a model. Identifying too few message types may lead to an imprecise property checking. Identifying too many message types on the other hand may drastically increase the size of the property determination ILP problems, which makes the property checking inefficient [72] . We propose here a message type identification method which is optimal in the sense that no other identification method can lead to a more precise property checking. Meanwhile, our method attempts to minimize the number of identified message types by ruling out messages that can never appear in the model. The first intuition of the optimal method is that we only need to distinguish two messages if they can be distinguished by a message receiving statement in the model. As an example, if ch?req, 5 is in a model, then messages ðch; req; 5Þ are distinguished from those req messages containing a different value than 5, and we therefore need to identify the message type fðch; req; 5Þg. On the contrary, if ch?req, x is the only statement to receive req messages from ch in the model where x is an integer variable, then there is no need to distinguish different values for the second component of req messages. In this case, a message type fðch; req; xÞjx 2 Ig is sufficient where I is the set of all integers. The second intuition is that we need to identify a message type only if it can be possibly exchanged in the model. We explain the optimal message identification method as follows: We use F INAL to denote the set of message types identified by our method.
First, we identify a set of message types SENT including, for each message sending statement, the subset of messages that can be possibly sent by the statement. For instance, for the model in Fig. 1 , the resulting set SENT is fðts½0; reqÞg, fðts½0; relÞg, fðts½1; reqÞg, fðts½1; relÞg, fðtc½0; ackÞg, and fðtc½1; ackÞg.
Next, we identify a set of message types RECEIV E including, for each message receiving statement, the subset of messages that can be possibly received by the statement. In our example, the set RECEIV E is fðts½0; reqÞg, fðts½0; relÞg, fðts½1; reqÞg, fðts½1; relÞg, fðtc½0; ackÞg, and fðtc½1; ackÞg.
In the last step, we first add every message type m in RECEIV E to F INAL. Then, let ALLR be the union of all message types in RECEIV E. For each message type m in SENT , if m 0 ¼ m À ALLR is not empty, then we also add m 0 to F INAL. In our example, the final set of identified message types is fðts½0; reqÞg, fðts½0; relÞg, fðts½1; reqÞg, fðts½1; relÞg, fðtc½0; ackÞg, and fðtc½1; ackÞg, which is identical to RECEIV E since all sent message types in SENT are covered by the collection of the received message types. The above message type identification is optimal with respect to the necessary condition for unboundedness given in Theorem 1: Let L 1 be the boundedness determination ILP problem resulting from the optimal message type identification method and L 2 be the ILP problem resulting from any other identification method. It can be shown that whenever L 2 is infeasible, L 1 is feasible as well [72] .
Determining Cycle Effect Vectors
The message passing effect of a control flow cycle is the aggregate effect of all transitions along the cycle. However, a transition may have more than one effect vector, e.g., because of the use of variables in the transition. As a safe overapproximation, we can take all possible combinations of the effect vectors of the transitions along the cycle. Unfortunately, the number of combinations can be exponentially many and therefore tremendously increases the size of the property checking ILP problems. However, not all combinations of transition effect vectors are possible due to dependences among statements. Consider Line 7 in the model in Fig. 4 . The statement s2m?msg may receive an ack or a rej message, and the statement m2c!msg may send an ack or a rej message. The total number of combinations is thus 4. However, we can easily see that the variable msg used to store received messages is unmodified before being forwarded. Therefore, the combination of receiving an ack message and then sending a rej message is impossible. As a solution to exclude impossible cycle effect vectors, we devise a method to capture dependences among message sending and receiving statements. The intuitive idea is as follows: For any message sending statement s that has more than one effect vector, we first collect all variables occurring in the statement as the set V ar s . Then, we determine the longest acyclic path p reaching s such that any state along p has at most one incoming message, i.e., the longest path that can be consecutively executed before the statement s is reached. Next, for each variable x in V ar s , we determine the closest message receiving statement s 0 to s on p such that x is used to store a component of incoming messages and x is unmodified between s and s 0 . If s 0 exists, then we can obtain a dependence of x's value on the types of messages that s 0 receives. In our example, the dependence for msg is the following: 1) msg ¼ ack if and only if s2m?msg receives messages of the type fðs2m; ackÞg, and msg ¼ rej if and only if s2m?msg receives messages of the type fðs2m; rejÞg. Then, we can use these dependences to rule out impossible cycle effect vectors such as the one in which fðs2m; ackÞg is received but msg ¼ rej is forwarded instead.
COUNTEREXAMPLE-GUIDED ABSTRACTION REFINEMENT
In our ILP-based property checking framework, we may obtain a solution to the property determination ILP problem. In this case, we do not know whether the property is satisfied by the system or not. Fortunately, the returned ILP solution may provide useful information about potential property violating behavior. A solution to a property determination ILP problem represents a particular linear combination of cycles such that infinitely repeating this combination without executing other cycles results in a property violation. Therefore, we define a counterexample in our setting as follows: Given a solution to the property determination ILP problem, a counterexample is a set of control flow cycles whose corresponding variables in the ILP problem receive nonzero values in the given solution. Intuitively, a counterexample corresponds to those system executions in which only the cycles in the counterexample are repeated infinitely often, and all other cycles are either repeated only a finite number of times or not executed at all. Due to the imprecision induced by the abstraction steps that we perform, a counterexample may correspond to no executions of the original system, in which case we call the counterexample spurious.
At the end of Section 5, we obtain an ILP solution while checking livelock freedom on the model in Fig. 1 . Based on the above definition, the corresponding counterexample consists of the only cycle in the init process. The cycle performs the task to create multiple instances of clients. This counterexample is apparently spurious: The execution of the cycle is guarded by the condition i < 2, and every execution of the cycle increases the value of i. So, it cannot be repeated forever by itself. While in the above case we can easily see that the counterexample is spurious, in general it is impossible to determine spuriousness manually.
The introduction of spurious counterexamples is a consequence of the conservative abstraction steps that we perform in the course of our buffer boundedness or livelock freedom test. We reconsider each of these abstraction steps to examine which information is removed from models during the step and how significantly it affects the precision of the analysis.
1. Code abstraction. In this step, the program code in a model is abstracted away. We lose all the information about how the behavior of the model is constrained by the conditions on variables that are imposed by the program code. Losing such information is very significant because it often depends on the runtime value of a variable whether to send or receive a message, which message to send or receive, and where messages are to be sent or received. We will therefore consider recovering this information during refinement. 2. Abstraction from message orders. In this step, we ignore all information regarding the order of messages in buffers. In particular, we assume that a message is always available to trigger a transition wherever it is in the buffer. This can be too coarse an overapproximation for a model that employs strict FIFO message buffers. However, many models in practice, in particular if they mimic the message passing semantics of the UML sublanguages SDL or UML RT, use a message deferral/recall mechanism. This mechanism stores an arriving message which cannot immediately be processed by the system into a special buffer so that it can be recalled when it is later needed. For this type of models, this abstraction step does not introduce imprecision. 3. Abstraction from activation conditions. In this step, the activation conditions of control flow cycles are abstracted away. We assume that there are always enough messages of the right type available for a cycle to be reachable from the initial configuration of the model. In this way, we abstract from the dependence between the acyclic part and the cyclic part of an execution. The loss of the activation conditions of cycles is also significant, especially in the estimation of buffer bounds, as we allow any combination of acyclic path effects and cyclic effects. 4. Abstraction from cycle dependences. In this step, we abstract from dependences between control flow cycles. Cycle dependences may be caused by many reasons, such as by the program code along control flow cycles or by the structural characteristics of control flow graphs. Disregarding cycle dependences means that arbitrary cyclic executions can be combined to form a potentially spurious counterexample. Therefore, this is also a significant source of imprecision. In this paper, we will pay special attention to the discovery of cycle dependences by reconsidering the program code in the original Promela model. We will address other sources of imprecision in future work, especially the dependences between cycles and acyclic paths.
Note that counterexample analysis and abstraction refinement based on cycle dependence discovery is expensive and difficult as it involves the analysis of program code, e.g., termination proofs and cycle iteration count estimation. Also, as we will see later, the refinement may result in an exponential number of ILP problems to solve. Therefore, we should call the refinement procedure only when necessary, i.e., when a counterexample is found. Furthermore, only those cycles in the counterexample are subject to the dependence analysis in the effort to remove the potential spurious behavior represented by the counterexample. Finally, our refinement methods are incomplete, and it is possible that the spuriousness of a counterexample cannot be determined by our methods.
Detecting Cycle Dependences
We first define the concept of cycle dependences. Let IRCðrÞ denote the set of cycles repeated infinitely often in an execution r. Intuitively, a cycle c depends on a set of cycles S if the infinite execution of c must be accompanied by the infinite executions of some cycles in S.
Definition 3. Given a Promela model, a cycle c, and a set of cycles S in the model, we call the pair ðc; SÞ a cycle dependence if they satisfy the following conditions: 1) c 6 2 S, and 2) for any infinite execution r of the model where c 2 IRCðrÞ, there exists a cycle c 0 2 S such that c 0 2 IRCðrÞ. In this case, we say that c depends on S and that S is a correlated cycle set (CCS) of c.
In the above definition, if all the cycles in S are in the same process as c is, then ðc; SÞ is a local dependence. Otherwise, ðc; SÞ is a global dependence. Moreover, if c does not depend on any subset of S, then we say that ðc; SÞ is a minimal dependence. We have shown in [48] that it is undecidable for infinite state systems to determine whether c depends on S for an arbitrary pair of c and S.
Given a positive integer n, ðn; c; SÞ is called a numerical cycle dependence if 1) ðc; SÞ is a cycle dependence and 2) every n times that c is repeated, one of the cycles in S must be executed at least once.
The root cause for cycle dependences lies in the executability of Promela statements. Given a cycle, if the executability of every statement along the cycle is unconditional, then the cycle can be repeated without interruption forever once the cycle is entered. Such a cycle does not depend on any other cycles. On the contrary, consider a cycle c that contains a statement s whose executability is conditional. If s cannot be continuously enabled forever by only repeating c, then some other cycles need to be executed in order to reenable s by, e.g., modifying the values of some variables, sending a message, and so on. In Promela, condition statements and message receiving statements are two kinds of statements with conditional executability. In the following, we illustrate how we can obtain cycle dependences from condition statements. Other automated cycle dependence detection methods, including those concerning dependences caused by message receiving statements, are described in detail in [48] and [72] .
When a cycle c contains a condition statement s, if the Boolean condition b in s cannot remain true by repeating c alone, then we say that c is terminating on s. In this case, c must rely on other cycles to reenable the Boolean condition b. Therefore, we need to know whether c is terminating on s and, if we expect to obtain numerical dependences, how many times at most s can remain executable by only repeating c. The termination problem is well known to be undecidable, and cycle iteration count determination is even harder. In [49] and [72] , we devised an incomplete procedure to prove termination and estimate iteration counts for control flow cycles. Take the model in Fig. 5 as example. The cycle C2 contains a condition i 2. Using our cycle iteration count estimation method, we can determine that i 2 can only remain true by repeating C2 at most three times.
We show some types of cycle dependences imposed by condition statements on which a cycle is terminating. In order to derive them, we need to discriminate between different ways in which the variables in a condition statement are modified in the cycle. A variable is local if its value can be referenced and modified only by one process. Otherwise, it is a global variable. However, the runtime value of a local variable may still depend on the executions of other processes. For instance, given a local variable x, if there is an assignment x ¼ eðyÞ where e is an arithmetic expression containing a global variable y, then the runtime value of x may depend on how y is modified in other processes.
Definition 4. For a cycle c and a variable x, x is globally modified in the cycle c if one of the following is satisfied: 1) x is global, or 2) there is a message receiving statement ðb?msgx 1 . . . ; x n Þ in c where x is some x i , or 3) there is an assignment x ¼ eðyÞ in c where y is globally modified in c. If a variable is modified in c but not globally modified in c, then we say that it is locally modified in c.
Note that in the above definition we disregard the dependence of the runtime value of a local variable on a condition statement. The reason is that, even though each branching statement results in several branches in the code, each control flow cycle may contain at most one branch of this condition statement. Therefore, inside a particular cycle, which branch is taken is fixed and the impact of the runtime value of the respective Boolean condition is also fixed. Note that we are not interested in how a variable is modified or influenced in the whole model. We are only interested in how a variable is modified inside a particular cycle when the cycle is repeated without interruption.
For a Boolean condition b in a cycle c, if all the variables occurring in b are locally modified in c, then b is a locally determined condition. Otherwise, it is globally determined. If a cycle c is terminating on a locally determined condition b, then we can obtain the following two cycle dependences:
. The cycle c must depend on one of its neighbors, i.e., those cycles sharing at least one state with c. Let N c be the set of the neighbors of c. Then, we obtain a cycle dependence ðc; N c Þ. If we know the maximal number of times n that b can remain true by only repeating c, then we get a numerical dependence ðn; c; N c Þ. In our example, we obtain a numerical cycle dependence ð3; C2; fC1; C3gÞ. . Given a Boolean condition b, let inflðbÞ be the set of variables that may influence the value of b within c. This set can be computed as follows: 1) varðbÞ inflðbÞ, and 2) if x 2 inflðbÞ and there is an assignment x ¼ eðyÞ in c where y is a variable, then y 2 inflðbÞ. Some cycles need to be executed to modify some variables in inflðbÞ such that b can regain the value true. We call such cycles supplementary cycles. Let sc b be the set of supplementary cycles that we determine with respect to the condition b.
We obtain a cycle dependence ðn; c; sc b Þ or ðc; sc b Þ. In general it is impossible to determine which cycles are supplementary. As an approximating solution, we propose a breadth-first search-based algorithm in searching for potential supplementary cycles, as shown in Fig. 6 . The basic idea of the algorithm is described as follows: In searching for supplementary cycles for c with respect to the Boolean condition b, we start with all c's neighbors. For each neighbor nc, if we can determine that nc has absolutely no effect in rendering the value of b to become true, then we exclude it from the set of supplementary cycles sc. In this case, we need to further examine all unchecked neighbors of nc for potential supplementary cycles. Otherwise, we include nc as a supplementary cycle, without extending the search scope. The theory behind this algorithm makes use of the concepts of preemptive and preempted cycles that we discussed in detail in [48] .
In the above-mentioned algorithm, we need to determine which cycles have absolutely no effects in making b be resatisfied. This cannot be determined in general. While experimenting with real-life models, we observed that oftentimes a large number of c's neighbors share with c the same sequence of code that modifies the variables in inflðbÞ. These particular neighbors surely cannot make b be resatisfied since they exert the same effect as c does, so they can be excluded from the set of supplementary cycles. This is reflected in the example in Fig. 5 where the cycles C2 and C3 share the same code modifying the variable i. Therefore, C3 is not included in the computed set of supplementary cycles for C2. The checking of such neighbors needs little extra effort, and often leads to a much more precise and compact set of supplementary cycles as our experiments revealed. In the example, the algorithm in Fig. 6 returns the set of supplementary cycles for C2 with respect to i 2 as fC1g.
Deriving cycle dependences from a globally determined condition statement needs to consider the potential global influence from peer processes. In particular, the cycle may no longer depend on its neighbors. More details regarding globally determined condition statements can be found in [48] and [72] .
Refinement Using Cycle Dependences
We show how to use cycle dependences to determine the spuriousness of counterexamples and how to refine abstractions. The basic idea of our abstraction refinement procedure is as follows: Given a counterexample, we determine whether the counterexample violates any cycle dependence that we have discovered, i.e., whether there is any cycle in the counterexample such that all the cycles that it depends on are not in the same counterexample. If this is the case, then the counterexample is certainly spurious. The discovered cycle dependences will also be encoded into a set or several sets of linear inequalities. Each such set of inequalities is used to refine the original property checking ILP problem.
Spuriousness Determination
Given a counterexample consisting of cycles c 1 ; . . . ; c n , we determine cycle dependences for each cycle c i . For any cycle dependence ðn; c i ; SÞ or ðc i ; SÞ that we arrive at, if none of the cycles c 1 ; . . . ; c n is included in S, then we can conclude that the counterexample is spurious. This is because the counterexample does not have those cycles that c i depends on for an infinite number of executions.
Refinement Using Numerical Cycle Dependences
Given a numerical cycle dependence ðn; c i ; SÞ, suppose that c i corresponds to a set of cycle effect vectors E i , and their corresponding variables in the property determination ILP problem are in the set X i . Furthermore, we assume that the cycles in S correspond to a set of effect vectors E S whose respective variables in the property determination ILP problem form the set X S . Then, we can encode the numerical dependence in the following linear inequality: X
As an example, consider the model in Fig. 1 . The livelock freedom test on the model left us with a counterexample consisting of the only cycle c 5 in the init process. The cycle is terminating on the locally determined Boolean condition i < 2. Since it is the only cycle in the init process, it has no other cycles to depend on. We obtain a numerical dependence ð2; c 5 ; ;Þ. This shows the spuriousness of the counterexample, and results in the constraint as x 5 0. Augmented with the new constraint, we obtain the following refined ILP problem for determining livelock freedom: 
The solving of the above ILP problem leads to a new counterexample as fc 2 ; c 4 g, where c 2 is the only control flow cycle in the process client(1) and c 4 is the cycle in the server that responds to client(1)'s request. Our cycle dependence analysis methods fail to determine any dependences for the cycles in the counterexample, which reflects the incompleteness of these methods. This results in an "UNKNOWN" conclusion from the livelock freedom test. By manual inspection, we can easily see that the counterexample is indeed real and reveals the livelocked scenario where the server decides to respond to client(1) only and ignores any message sent from client(0).
We show in the following that the above described refinement method preserves the soundness of the property checking methods. We only prove here the case for the buffer boundedness test. The argument for the livelock freedom test can be similarly obtained.
Theorem 3. Given a Promela system, if the boundedness test determines the system to be bounded after a refinement using a numerical cycle dependence ðm; c; DÞ, then the system is actually bounded.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the boundedness determination ILP problem for a model without refinements is as follows:
Suppose that c corresponds to a set of effect vectors E c , and E c corresponds to the set of variables X c in the above ILP problem. Similarly, we assume that the cycles in D correspond to the set of variables X d in the above ILP problem. The refinement based on ðm; c; DÞ then results in the following ILP problem:
Because buffer boundedness is proven for the model, the above ILP problem has no solutions. Given any vector e, we now prove that (*) if the above ILP problem has no solutions, then there exists a vector b such that
for all x 1 ; . . . ; x n , where P (50)- (51) . This leads to a contradiction. Now, we start to prove the soundness of our refinement method. It suffices to prove that, if the ILP problem above has no solutions, then the model is bounded with the following restriction: Every m times that the cycle c is repeated, some cycle in D is executed at least once. By contradiction, we assume that the model is unbounded.
Any finite prefix of an execution of the model can be decomposed into an acyclic part and a cyclic part. Because there are only finitely many possible acyclic parts for execution prefixes, there is an upper bound b a on the effect vectors generated by acyclic parts. Furthermore, the cyclic part of an execution prefix can be decomposed into a linear combination of cycles. Consider any finite execution prefix r in which c is executed i times and the cycles in D are executed j times such that i > m Á j. We decompose the cyclic part of r into the following two linear combinations of cycles: 1) a linear combination containing m Á j times of executions of c and j times of executions of some cycles from D, and executions of other cycles, and 2) a linear combination containing ði À m Á jÞ times of executions of c. Note that ði À m Á jÞ m because every m times that c is repeated, one cycle in D has to be executed at least once. Therefore, the effect vector of the second linear combination is bounded by some vector b 2 . In the statement (*) above, let e ¼ b a þ b 2 , and we can see that the first linear combination constructed from r satisfies the condition P xi2Xc x i m P xi2Xd x i . We denote by b 1 the effect vector generated by the first linear combination. Then,
is a buffer bound for any execution prefix r. Consequently, the model is bounded, which contradicts the assumption.
Finally, it should be noted that the homogeneity of a property checking ILP problem is preserved after it is augmented with any inequality representing a numerical cycle dependence.
Refinement Using Nonnumerical Cycle Dependences
When we fail to determine cycle iteration counts, we obtain only nonnumerical cycle dependences. Unfortunately, such dependences can only be used to refine abstractions for the livelock freedom analysis but not for the boundedness analysis [72] . The intuition is that a nonnumerical cycle dependence ðc; SÞ has no bound on how many times c can be repeated without any cycle in the set S to be executed.
A nonnumerical dependence ðc; SÞ results in two alternative restrictions on the execution of a model, namely, 1) the cycle c is not repeated infinitely often, or 2) c is repeated infinitely often and one of the cycles in S is also repeated infinitely often. These two possibilities lead to two sets of inequalities. Suppose that c corresponds to the set of variables X c in the livelock freedom determination ILP problem, and the cycles in S correspond to the set of variables X S . Then, we can encode the first possibility in the following set of inequalities:
and the second possibility in X
Because an ILP problem is essentially a conjunction of linear inequalities and cannot express disjunctions, we need to build two new ILP problems, each augmenting the original ILP problem with one of the two sets above. In order to prove livelock freedom for the original Promela model, we must show that both newly constructed ILP problems have no solutions. As a consequence, each refinement using nonnumerical dependences doubles the number of ILP problems that need to be solved. This may cause an exponential increase in the number of livelock freedom determination ILP problems.
We show the soundness of the above refinement procedure in the following.
Theorem 4. Given a Promela system, if the livelock freedom test determines the system to be free of livelock after a refinement using a nonnumerical cycle dependence ðc; DÞ, then the system is actually free of livelock.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the livelock freedom determination ILP problem for a model without refinements is as follows:
where P CE is the effect vectors of the progress cycles. Now assume that we use the cycle dependence ðc; DÞ to refine the above ILP problem. Suppose that c corresponds to a set of effect vectors E c , and E c correspond to the set of variables X c in the above ILP problem. Similarly, we assume that the cycles in D correspond to the set of variables X d in the above ILP problem. The refinement based on the cycle dependence ðc; DÞ then results in the following two ILP problems:
and
Because livelock freedom is determined for the model, the two ILP problems above have no solutions.
It suffices to prove that if the two ILP problems above have no solutions, then the model is free of livelock, with the restriction that if c is executed infinitely often, then some cycle in D is also executed infinitely often. By contradiction, we assume that the model has a livelocked execution r. So, after some point of runtime t 0 , no progress cycle is executed in r. There are two possible cases for r as follows.
First, if after t 0 the cycle c is executed at most a finite number of times, then there exists another point of runtime t 1 > t 0 such that c is no longer executed after t 1 . Because all processes in the model have a finite control flow structure, the infinite suffix of r after t 1 must contain an infinite number of configurations such that they agree on the local state of each process. We order these configurations by their occurrence in r and obtain an infinite sequence hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . .i. Let effðs i Þ denote the effect vector that describes the number of messages of each type at s i . Note that each effðs i Þ is bounded below by the all-zero vector. Following Lemma 1, there exist two configurations s i and s j such that i < j and effðs i Þ effðs j Þ. The path between s i and s j can be decomposed into a linear combination of cycles in which at least one cycle is executed and neither c nor any progress cycle is executed. Apparently, this linear combination is nonnegative, which contradicts the fact that there is no solution to the ILP problem (58)- (61) .
Second, if after t 0 the cycle c and some cycle c 0 2 D are executed infinitely often, then we arbitrarily select a configuration s 1 at which one execution of c is started.
After s 1 , we may select another configuration s 2 such that 1) s 1 and s 2 agree on the local state of each process, 2) another execution of c is started at s 2 , and 3) between s 1 and s 2 at least one execution of c 0 is completed. This selection procedure can continue forever because c and c 0 are executed infinitely often, which results in an infinite sequence hs 1 ; s 2 ; . . .i. Similar to the argument for the first case, there exist two configurations s i and s j such that i > j and effðs i Þ effðs j Þ. The path between s i and s j can be decomposed into a linear combination of cycles in which c is executed, at least one cycle in D is executed, and no progress cycle is executed. Apparently, this linear combination is nonnegative, which contradicts the fact that there is no solution to the ILP problem (62)- (66) . t u
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We implemented the checking of both buffer boundedness and livelock freedom for Promela models in a fully automated prototype tool called Ciclo. It uses the open source linear optimization tool lp_solve as its ILP solving engine [4] . All experiments were conducted on an AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual machine with 896 MB memory. We used a broad range of models for experimentation, including distributed applications, embedded systems, election algorithms, consensus algorithms, and communication protocols, as shown in Table 2 . 3 These models contain many of the software architectural features that are typical for the domain that we consider, such as dynamic concurrent processes and message passing-based synchronization. We hence believe that we are using an unbiased selection of models that allows for a systematic experimental evaluation of our analysis approach. Many of these models possess considerable size and complexity. As an example, the Conway model is among the smallest and simplest models in our collection whose boundedness was successfully proven by Ciclo. However, its reachable global states are more than 5:9e 7 , which is already too large for the SPIN model checker to verify livelock freedom. Table 3 shows the experimental results and computational performance figures for checking buffer boundedness using Ciclo. Notice that the runtime for checking a model is not directly correlated with the size of the model. Instead, it depends on further factors, such as 3. The i-Protocol and Mobile Handover models were not subjected to our boundedness analysis because they use only synchronous communication.
Checking Buffer Boundedness
We did not check livelock freedom for the CMDA-RLP and Sleep-Wakeup models since it was difficult for us to identify proper progress transitions in these two models. computed, which again involves costly statement and variable dependence detection to rule out impossible combinations of message passing effects of the transitions along a cycle. Second, buffer bound estimation for the "CDMA-RLP" model needs to solve three ILP problems, each of which is much larger than the boundedness determination ILP problem for the "ITU-T" model. Table 4 shows that, during abstraction refinement, Ciclo scaled quite well with respect to the number and the sizes of the cycles that it analyzed. Even though we can observe that more analyzed cycles and lines of code result generally in longer runtime, the refinement performance also depends on other factors, such as how many cycle dependences are constructed or how large the analyzed cycles are on average.
To better illustrate the scalability of the Ciclo tool, we compare the runtime performance of checking different versions of the same models, as shown in Table 5 . We observe, for instance, that the runtime doubles when the number of running processes increases from 33 to 63 for the MVCC model. In the Leader Election model, when we increase the number of processes by a factor of 5 from 5 to 25, the runtime increases by a factor of 12.6. When we double the number of processes from 25 to 50, the runtime increases by a factor 4.5. We believe that these numbers are consistent with the polynomial complexity results obtained in Section 4.3. The runtime growth for the MVCC model is flatter than that of the Leader Election model. This is because user proctype instances do not contribute to unbounded behavior, and therefore the increase in the number of user instances has no effect on the abstraction refinement procedure at all. This results in the same amount of runtime for abstraction refinement for different versions of the model, which happens to take up a large portion of the total runtime for each version.
As shown in Table 3 , 6 out of 14 models were proven to be bounded by Ciclo, and buffer bounds were estimated for three models. Most estimated buffer bounds are small numbers and, as far as we can tell by manual inspection, close to the actual bounds. For instance, Ciclo determined that each buffer in the "Leader Election" model can contain no more than six messages, while the actual bound was determined to be five. For the other three models whose boundedness was proven, Ciclo was not able to deliver approximate buffer bounds because either abstraction refinement was used or the running processes could not be statically determined during the checking of these models. In these cases, our buffer bound estimation method was not able to give a proper upper bound on the message passing effects of all possible acyclic execution parts, and therefore failed to estimate buffer bounds.
Ciclo computed an "UNKNOWN" verdict for eight models. We manually checked their counterexamples after no spuriousness could be determined by the tool. For the "Sleep-Wakeup" and "MVCC" models, our inspection revealed that their counterexamples are real. For the six models appearing in the bottom section in Table 3 , none of the reported counterexamples could be determined as real. In the case of the "GARP" model, the executability of a control flow cycle is guarded by the emptiness of a message buffer. However, since we abstract from activation conditions of cycles, our boundedness analysis is no longer able to Table 3 highlights the importance of cycle dependence analysis to detect and rule out spurious counterexamples. We found that most computed cycle dependences are either minimal or are precise enough for determining counterexample spuriousness. As an example, in the boundedness checking for the "MVCC" model, Ciclo found a counterexample consisting of a cycle that is executable only if the Updater process is allowed to process inputs. This is indicated by the true value of a flag variable called canProcessInput. The execution of this cycle, however, sets the flag to false. While analyzing this counterexample, Ciclo successfully detected a precise CCS for the above mentioned cycle which contains the only cycle that sets the flag canProcessInput back to true. This cycle dependency was then used to rule out the counterexample in our example. However, we also noticed that our cycle dependence detection method generated imprecise dependences for some models and consequently failed to refine the abstractions. As an example, the checking of the "HTTPRPull" model reported a counterexample in which there is a cycle that is executable if the process crash counter is not larger than 2. However, Ciclo constructed an imprecise CCS, among which some cycles may even further increase the process crash counter. This coarse cycle dependence could not help to rule out the spurious behavior in which the process crash count is larger than 2 forever, while the mentioned cycle in the counterexample can still be repeated infinitely often.
Even if Ciclo returned "UNKNOWN" in numerous cases, the fact that our analysis returns diagnostic information in the form of counterexamples greatly helped in understanding potential threats to the unboundedness of the considered models. Further increasing the precision of our analysis is an objective for future research. Table 4 shows the experimental results of checking livelock freedom using Ciclo. We compare the runtime performance of Ciclo and the SPIN model checker for checking livelock freedom for the first six models in Table 6 . For the four models whose livelock freedom was proven by Ciclo, SPIN either took a much longer time to prove the property or, in case of the "Conway" model, did not reach any conclusion after running for more than 13 hours. As another example, when we increased the number of user processes from 2 to 4 in the "MVCC" model, SPIN could not finish the checking after 1 hour before we ran out of patience and terminated the model checker. For the models "Mobile Handover" and "Snooping Cache," we were able to establish manually, based on the counterexamples provided by Ciclo, that they were indeed livelocked. This was confirmed by SPIN and, interestingly, in these cases SPIN took a lot less runtime to produce the proof by model checking than it took Ciclo to compute counterexamples. For the final group of eight protocols, we were unable to establish manually whether these models were actually livelocked, and we therefore did not perform a systematic experimental comparison with SPIN. However, for the "i-Protocol," SPIN can prove livelock freedom in a fraction of a second, while Ciclo failed after not being able to determine spuriousness for some counterexamples that it constructed. Note that the difference of the columns "Counterexamples" and "Spurious Counterexamples" gives the number of counterexamples that could not be proven spurious, and hence at the potential for improving the counterexample refinement procedure that we use.
Checking Livelock Freedom
The imprecision of our livelock freedom analysis reflects the coarseness of our code abstraction and cycle dependence determination techniques, which need to be improved in future work. The experimental results show that Ciclo can be used as a complementary tool to the SPIN model checker for the checking of livelock freedom, especially when the model being checked is too large for SPIN to reach conclusion within a reasonable amount of time.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a property checking framework for buffer boundedness and livelock freedom analysis applicable to infinite state asynchronous reactive systems given as Promela models. Since these two properties are undecidable for infinite state systems, the property checking methods that we proposed are inevitably incomplete. We proposed an automated, incomplete abstraction refinement method in order to remove some of the imprecision obtained from the coarseness of the abstraction. The refinement relies on detecting the spuriousness of counterexamples by using static code analysis followed by an exclusion of spurious counterexamples from the solution space.
We have performed an extensive experimental evaluation of our property checking framework. The application of our framework to Promela models has been fully automated, which is an important precondition for adoption in practical software development processes. The experimental results show that for both properties, our checking method scales well. When increasing concurrency in the model, while state space exploring methods would see an exponential runtime increase, our the method performs polynomially. Our experiments also illustrate the strengths and weaknesses of the automated abstraction refinement that we have proposed. Finally, we have seen that in the case of livelock freedom checking, our property checking approach can outperform model checking. In particular, it can provide answers where finite state verification tools will run out of memory or take too long to return an answer.
Next to the technicalities of the proposed property checking framework, a major contribution of this paper lies in showing that efficient property checking methods can be obtained by devising property specific abstractions in combination with efficient checking procedures on the chosen abstraction. This is a deviation from mainstream system verification approaches that often support much more general property specification methods. We are trading this generality against efficiency in the property checking process.
We are currently working on extending our property checking method in the following ways:
. We wish to detect more types of dependences in the models, e.g., dependences between the acyclic and the cyclic part of an execution. . We will add capabilities to detect that a counterexample is not spurious, for instance by searching the state space for a possible counterexample execution or by using the sufficient condition for unboundedness proposed in [41] . . We plan to develop automated analysis of UML RT models by incorporating analysis methods such as slicing [70] , value analysis [22] , and constant propagation [71] . . Finally, we will investigate how to apply our property checking approach to more general system properties, for instance by incorporating ideas from the state equation technique from [17] .
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